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Note on the cover painting, ‘The Holy Grail’ by Margarita Riaikkenen (2000) featured on
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I

n this century there’s been
a great deal of publicity
about the existence of
Masters of Wisdom, Ascended
Masters or, as they are known
in India, Mahatmas. It is
a subject deserving of our
respect, even reverence. The
Mahatmas are not accidents
of nature, springing from a
chance combination of genes,
they are the result of the same
spiritual evolutionary process
that engages us all.

The Masters
The Product of Spiritual
Evolution: The word “Mahatma” reveals its own meaning,
‘Maha’, or ‘Great,’ and ‘Atma’,
‘Self,’ or ‘Soul’, the Mahatmas
are great souls, advanced
human beings. For those
who believe in reincarnation,
the evolution of individuals proceeds from incarnation to incarnation. In each
life the person is what he’s
made himself in his former
lives, there’s no chance involved. Mahatmas are highly
evolved human beings, in
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an all-round sense, loftier of
intellect, larger of soul, and
more sensitive to the welfare
of Mankind. From life to life
these wonderful persons have
followed a path of inward
spiritual striving, yearning,
aspirations to become nobler
and more unselfish. The time
arrived when such a person
came under the guidance of a
teacher, who instructed him
in self-discipline, and self-unfoldment. The result of such
unremitting efforts, over the
course of many lifetimes, are
what produce a Mahatman.
This same path is open to all
of us.
The advantages of the knowing about reincarnation and
karma is that we can take
ourselves in hand, and direct
our evolution, and not merely
drift. The Mahatmas, or Masters, or Adepts, are those who,
although human beings in
human bodies, have evolved
beyond the ordinary stage
due to their own self-devised
efforts.

The Real Person
An Inner Cosmos: When we
consider those of our family
and friends, whom we have
known so well, and perhaps
loved, we should ask ourselves: ‘What is this friend? Is
he or she the physical appearance, or is the real he, or she,
the consciousness, intelligence, goodness?’ Surely, the
latter.
This inner person, the real individual, we continue to love,
even though such a person
may die, and this real person
is, from the standpoint of the

What is the nature of
this Intelligence, and
Consciousness? It is the
over-dwelling activity of
intelligent, conscious,
beings

physical senses, intangible
and invisible. The intellect
and soul qualities are governed by spiritual and psychological laws.
As a matter of fact, the socalled physical laws of nature
are not so physical at all, they
also are invisible, they become
tangible only because of the
way they control and organise
the material world. If we apply
this reasoning to the Cosmos
that surrounds, we can see
that the true causal universe is
the invisible universe, if Man’s
life, consciousness, intelligence, goodness, strength, are
the reality of him, just so with
the Universe, it too is alive,
and governed by Intelligence
and Consciousness.
What is the nature of this
Intelligence, and Consciousness? It is the over-dwelling
activity of intelligent, conscious, beings. I mention
these thoughts only briefly
here, for we shall be delving
into them more profoundly
when we consider who, and
what are the intelligences
which form the spiritual side
of the Cosmos, and constitute
its law, and reality.
Each of Us Is a Universe in
Miniature
For now, it’s sufficient to
realise that each of us is a
universe in miniature, and
that within us are ranges or
planes of being and awareness, which we only come to
know by the faculties within
us that pertain to these levels, and which are now la-
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the individual lives in a more
subtle body, called, in Sanskrit, “Nirmânakâya”. [from
nirmāna forming, creating +
kāya body, robe, vehicle]

tent for the most part, or are
only partially awakened. The
Mahatmans have, through
balanced evolution awakened
these sleeping faculties, and
they are as much at-home in
the inner worlds as we are in
the physical world. The key is
self-directed evolution, activated by a sincere love for all
beings, and a desire to help in
the evolution of all life.

Boddhisattvas
Gautama Budda is supposed
to be in the Nirmânakâya
state. The Mahatman however
remains on the physical plane,
as long as he may, for in such
a form he is enabled to work
more directly with Mankind.
Such Mahatmas are some-

times called Bodhisattvas
[from bodhi wisdom + sattva
essence], and they are often
revered more highly even
than the superior beings. The
most famous such Bodhisatva is, Kuan Yin, the Chinese
‘Goddess’ of Compassion.
These Masters are sometimes
called the “Elder Brothers” of
Mankind, and a large part of
their work is watching over
the human race, and where
possible stimulating spiritually the life of Mankind. This

The Bodhisattva,
Kuan Yin

The Master No Longer
Lives for Himself Alone
The Mahatma who has trained
himself for ages, ages, no
longer lives for himself, in
any way. He has allied himself
with the inner realms, and
higher beings of our living
world, and these realms exist
before him like an open book.
The forces of hidden nature
are his, to use. He can project
his consciousness to any part
of the world, inner or outer,
he sees clearly the causes of
human suffering, and where
karma permits, he has the
ability to help.
There comes a time, so tradition relates, when a Mahatman is forced, by his own
evolution, to enter another
level of existence, in which
the physical body is shed, and
MARCH 2022 / «THEOSOPHY DOWNUNDER» 5

they do in many ways, such as
by implanting in the thoughtlife of humanity great ideas
concerning the laws of nature,
and the destiny of the human
soul. They also cultivate and
nurture in Man the Buddhic Light of Unselfishness,
Unselfishness
wherever this shines in the
hearts of human beings. These
adepts know one another, no
matter in what part of the
world they may reside, they
are thus sometimes referred to
as the Brotherhood of Compassion, or the Great Lodge of
Adepts.
The Awakening of Mind
This Lodge has existed from
the primeval days of thinking
humanity. Just as today we see
around us those who are further along in their evolution,
and those who are less advanced, so it has always been
since the earliest times, when
humanity was in its infancy.
At that early period an important event took place. Our
natures were overshadowed
by the incarnation in us of our
own Higher Nature, or Inner
God. Our minds were stimulated into self-consciousness
awareness. The Biblical story
of The Garden of Eden and
Man’s Fall after eating of the
Tree of Knowledge may well
be an analogy of this actual
occurrence in man’s ancient
past.
This awakening of Mind is
remembered throughout the
world in myth and symbol,
such as in the story of Adam
and Eve, who were stimulated
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to eat of the fruit of the Tree
of the Knowledge of Good
and Evil. After this event
there could no longer be an
Eden, a life of unselfconscious bliss, for Man now had
self-consciousness, the power
to choose. He could sow and
reap karma in a manner not
possible heretofore. Among
the Hindus they cover this
story by speaking of the
Manasuputras, from the Sanskrit words: Mânasa, Mind,
Putras, Sons, Sons of Mind,
who they said incarnated in
Man, and inflamed his latent
mental apparatus.
There are legends also of early
Mankind being taught the
arts and sciences, by godlike
beings, divine kings, who
implanted upon the clean,
unspoiled nature of early humans, certain basic principles
which form what today may
be called the ethical instinct.
The teachers lived among
Men, in those days, guided

and helped them.
But the life of early Man was
like the experience of every
child that is born, he begins
to think for himself, he uses
his own will, now for one
purpose, now for another. He
makes mistakes, he may even
rebel against the counsel of
his elders. So it was with early
Mankind, the inner life became more materialistic, there
was selfishness, and greed,
and wars. Violent karma was
sown, personal karma, national karma, racial karma.
Mystery Schools
The old legends describe how
the divine teachers disappeared, withdrew, for their
influence became imperceptible among those caught up in
the frenzy of outer activities.
It was at this period when the
Brotherhood of Compassion
was formed, and began its
hidden work for Mankind.
Esoteric schools called Mys-

teries, or the Mystery Schools,
which survived even into
Classical times. And those
whose aspirations were of
such a nature as to constitute the proper “knock”, were
admitted into the sanctuary.
They were initiated into the
esoteric wisdom, and thus
were called Initiates. In this
way truths about the structure
and operations of the Cosmos,
and Man’s relationship with
inner and outer nature, were
kept alive, in human hearts.
However, great knowledge
brings with it a larger responsibility, which is why certain
esoteric truths are given only
to those who can be trusted
never to misuse them. It must
not be thought that some individuals are less worthy than
others, or have been singled
out for lives of violence and
suffering, any more than to
say that a child who is uncontrollable, rebellious, even violent, is any less worthy, as an
evolving soul, than those who
are more amenable to guid-

ance, and responsible to their
own higher promptings, it is
all governed by karma. We are
what we have made ourselves
through past incarnations, but
the divine spark resides in all
beings and creatures, and the
presence of the spiritual nature will eventually be realised
and heeded by all, some now,
some later, depending upon
the pathway we choose for
ourselves.

and you name it. It was called
the Golden Chain of Hermes,
the Hierarchy of Wisdom,
Compassion, and Peace. The
laws and harmonies of Nature
are the spiritual lifestyle, or
activity, of these grander entities - reverting to a thought
expressed earlier, we can now
visualise that our world, our
solar system, our universe, is
as real spiritually as it is tangible to us physically.

The Hierarchy
of Compassion
The question has probably
occurred to all of us that just
as there are ordinary people
like ourselves, and greater
humans, and superb individuals, and Mahatmans, or the
flowers of human evolution,
that there must also exist
echelons of evolving beings
above the stature of these
Mahatmans. This is confirmed
by traditions throughout the
world. The Mahatmas have
their Chohans, or teachers,
and these grand beings in
turn have their superiors, and
so on, upward and inward, all
forming the steps or stages in
the ladder of evolution, in this
living universe, commencing
with the lowliest atom, up
through the kingdoms of life,
from humans, to human gods,
and above these, Nature’s
controllers, and Governors, or
Rectors of the Planets, Solar
Systems, Galaxies and beyond.
This chain of life may be
found in all the great religious philosophies, Christian,
Greek, Persian, Hindu, Jewish,

Masters Associated with
the Theosophical Society
To return to our theme “Who
are the Mahatmas?”, the use
and misuse of the knowledge
of the existence of these lofty
individuals is actually part of
the karma of the Theosophical
Society. When H.P. Blavatsky
founded the Theosophical
Society in 1875 and began to
write her magnificent books
and articles she mentioned
that the wisdom they contained was not her own, but
that of those who taught her,
two individuals in particular
– Koot Hoomi – referred to
as ‘KH’ and El Morya or The
Master ‘M’.
Her early life was a continual
pilgrimage throughout the
world, learning now here, and
now there, she had certain remarkable gifts which had been
cultivated by her teachers, she
was entirely loyal, and courageous, and possessed unique
faculties which allowed her
to be at one and/in the same
time a collaborator with,
and an amanuensis for, the
JUNE 2022 / «THEOSOPHY DOWNUNDER» 7

two Mahatmas. Two or three
years after the founding of
the Society she issued her Isis
Unveiled, it’s a large work in
two volumes, it was instantly
successful. In 1879 she went
to India, where she was very
popular among the native
peoples, especially the Buddhists. She also made contact
with a number of the English
and European inquirers living
in India.
Among these was a Mr A. P.
Sinnett, editor of The Pioneer,

Above: Master KH
(Koot Hoomi)
Below: Master M (Morya)

the largest English newspaper
in India. Sinnett’s interest in
Theosophy was sincere. He
came to know that H.P.B.
had two teachers, Morya and
Koot Hoomi, and he inquired,
through H.P.B., if they might
correspond with him. They
agreed to do so, and the correspondence is contained in a
long series of letters between
the years 1880 and 1884,
when it was discontinued.
This correspondence was
transcribed, and published,
by A. Trevor Barker, in 1923,
under the title The Mahatma
Letters to A.P. Sinnett; a book
still in print. The original
letters which were exchanged
now reside in the British
Library.
A Craze to Find
the Masters
The purpose of this seeming
digression is to illustrate
how the existence of the two
Masters, and several other
Masters, mentioned by them,
or H.P.B., became widely known. H.P. Blavatsky
had extraordinary psychic
and other faculties, she
was called upon repeatedly
in the early days in India
to produce phenomena of
every sort and description.
A certain group, headed by
Sinnett, had an insatiable
appetite for these wonders.
Finally, her teachers told
her to stop, for these parlour-tricks were trivial when
compared with the dynamic
principles of wisdom and
knowledge, the spreading of

which was the primary reason for finding, founding the
Society in the first place.
This craze for phenomena
has led to a desecration of
names, which has increased
from decade to decade into
our time, and numerous
teachers and gurus have
come forward, asserting to
be the mouthpiece of this or
that, or all the teachers mentioned by H.P.B., or invented
by themselves.
These words may sound
harsh, but who can stand
in judgement upon another
human being, many such
teachers were, and are,
quite sincere, I am sure; but
the old adage hides a profound truth, one who truly
knows, is always reluctant
to call attention to himself,
as a Teacher or a Seer, or as
H.P.B. wrote in her Secret
Doctrine: “No book acquires
the least additional value,
from pretendant authority”;
the Mahatman, or Seer, can
see behind the outer illusions of physical life, and
also even more illusory conditions of the astral world,
and astral life. They can thus
interpret what they see, and
understand with absolute
accuracy.
This accounts for the fact
that whenever, or wherever
these Seers have appeared
in history, and taught, their
teachings are consistent, and
hang together, with that of
all the other teachers and
sages who were similarly
evolved.

Encounters with
Theosophical Masters
During Mme Blavatsky’s
lifetime and since her death,
there has been continuing
controversy and scepticism
concerning the existence of
the Mahatmans. Almost all
of HPB’s critics have doubted
the existence or reality of her
Masters, and, by implication,
the existence of such Great
Beings. In 2020, new research
came to light listing more
than 25 people who testified
to having seen and/or been in
contact with the Mahatmas
during Mme Blavatsky’s lifetime. The accounts and testimonies of these witnesses in
which they relate their sightings, encounters, and actual
meetings with HP Blavatsky’s
Masters, including portraits
painted from life are published in: Daniel H. Caldwell’s
Book: A Casebook of Encounters with the Theosophical
Mahatmas published in 2020
and available from our library.

Masters Compared with
Visionaries
Thus, the true Mahatma or
Seer must not be confused
with what may be termed
“Visionaries” These are men
or women who claim to speak
under the spirit, or revelation
of God, or some other source.
These Visionaries run the
gamut from mere imposters,
to pure and earnest, but often
erratic, and even fanatic individuals. The higher types of
Visionaries may promulgate
a doctrine containing many
beautiful and inspiring truths,
but at the same time they
may set forth other ideas or
notions that lack universality,
that may contradict teachings
of previous sages that have
come down to us, and form
a body of teachings that can
be called the Ancient Wisdom, that has been known
and taught through the ages.
Universality is the key, and
above all, following the dictation, the dictates of our own
intuition.
Guardians of the Ancient
Wisdom
Mahatmas, and their Teachers and Chelas (ie accepted
students), are sometimes are
sometimes called the Guardians of the Ancient Wisdom.
From time to time one of their
members comes forward with
a re-expression of this wisdom, which is always couched
in a manner that speaks to the
new time, although the essential truth is the same, from
age to age. In comparative
JUNE 2022 / «THEOSOPHY DOWNUNDER» 9

Nickolai Roerich (1874-1947)
Monastery in the Tibetan
Himalayas, 1933
studies, when searching for
this common thread of Truth,
a distinction should be made
between Religion, Philosophy, and Science per se, on
the one hand, and religions,
philosophies, and sciences, on
the other. For as institutions
grow old, often dogmas and
practices take the place of the
unfettered search for Truth,
until finally behaviours and
practices are stridently asserted, that would have astounded
and dismayed the founder.
Such are the human limitations from which none of us
is totally exempt. This fatal
tendency to dogmatise and
forcefully proselytise, is the
reason why periodically fresh
new restatements of the Wisdom are required, from Cycle
to Cycle. Mahatmas take an
active part in these activities.
Masters of the Past
There are so many facets to
this subject that they cannot all be treated in a single
10 «THEOSOPHY DOWNUNDER» / JUNE 2022

article, but before closing I
would mention some examples
of godlike individuals, who appeared before our time. These
are such as Gautama Buddha,
Sânkhyaryacharya, of India,
Krishna, also of India, Jesus
Christ, who was an Avatara, a
special group of exalted spiritual beings which are dealt with
in depth in Clive Bellgrove’s
article below, Pythagoras,
Empedocles, Plato, Apollonius
of Tyana, Lao Tse, and Confucius of China, Zoroaster, or
rather the several Zoroasters
of the Persian tradition, which
came one after the other, it was
a generic name. In the Americas we have Quetzo-Cohuatl of
Mexico, and Manco Capac of
Peru. There are undoubtedly a
host more, extending back into
the darkness of prehistory, for
Mankind has never been without help, from those qualified
to give it.
Powers of the Masters
What are the wonders, and
powers, often associated with
these great teachers, many
of them are described in an
exaggerated manner, in the

literature of the world? These
have clustered around the
lives of the often legendary
figures. Yet we would be
mistaken if we believed that
wonder working is the chief
reason why these spiritual
teachers appear among Men.
Their lives reveal plainly that
there is more spiritual value in self-forgetfulness and
a concern for the welfare of
others, than in seeking astral
travel, or walking on water,
or reading auras, or regressing ourselves, in the hope of
seeing what we may have been
like in a former life. The best
memory of our past is what
we are today, and if we examine ourselves honestly we will
have an accurate picture of
our past.
No doubt the Mahatmas possess, or have unfolded, many
occult powers. Such as being
able to project their consciousness into the inner worlds,
or to send their Mâyâvi Rûpa
(Astral Body) to some other
part of our globe. But any who
have read the letters written by
H.P.B.’s teachers to Mr Sinnett,
will realise that these powers
are only a means to an end,
that the teachers’ activities are
governed by very strict rules,
for they have no right to use
these powers indiscriminately, or to send their percipient
consciousness into the private,
inner domain of any individual,
until, and unless that individual
has given his permission to do
so, by his devotion to such a
teacher, or by his aspiration, in
this respect.

The Silent Watcher
I would like to close with a
quotation from the Mahatma
Letters, that is well known to
most theosophists - let me set
the stage. We have spoken of
the hierarchy of spiritual beings
that form the inner aspect of
this Earth of ours, of this Cosmos of ours; the chief of these
godlike beings on this earth
sphere of ours, the hierarchy
of this hierarch, the hierarch of
the hierarchy of earth, is sometimes called the Silent Watcher.
He who remains at his post
throughout the entire Manvantara or period of manifestation.
The following is a poetic and
elevated description of this
hierarch, and the activities with
which he is concerned, is found
in the Mahatma Letters, I think
it was written by the Master
Koot Hoomi: “For countless
generations hath the Adept
builded a fane, of imperishable
rocks, a giant tower, of infinite
thought, wherein the Titan
dwelleth, and will yet if need be
dwell alone, emerging from it
but at the end of every Cycle, to
invite the elect of Mankind to
cooperate with him, and help,
in his turn, enlighten superstitious Man.
And we will go on in that periodical work of ours, we will not
allow ourselves to be baffled
in our philanthropic attempts,
until that day when the foundations of a new continent of
thought are so firmly built that
no amount of opposition and
ignorant malice, guided by the
brethren of the shadow, will be
found to prevail”. 


“We should never lose sight of the fact that there
is a hierarchy of highly evolved men/women, our
Elder Brothers, who, ever vigilant, keep watch over
developments on our planet, and most importantly, who
generate beneficial influences over all its inhabitants.
While they cannot change the processes of Karma, a
steady stream of compassionate influence is generated
by them, strengthening too, those many brave,
ordinary individuals who work constantly towards the
benefit of all humanity. By heeding the prompting of
our consciousness, and in turn thinking and acting in
accordance, we are not only aligning with these Masters
of Wisdom, our Brothers, but also strengthening their
beneficent energies for the greater good of all.”
– Alice Yetman.
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– Amanda F. Rooke.

I

guess many of us have had an eyetest when we are being fitted for a
pair of new glasses. When I think
of that experience, it puts me in mind
of the tray of different lenses that the
ophthalmology technician makes you
look through to see which lens has the
clearest vision for you. When picturing
this scene in my mind’s eye, I am
reminded of a discussion I once had
with a distinguished Theosophist. Our
discussion was about an individual’s
perspective upon the world.
There is both an Outer and an Inner
Vision. The outer vision is shaped by
our inner consciousness, believed by
some psychologists to be shaped by
our experience of the outer world, a
pastiche of what Jung called arche-

OUTER

A TRAY
OF LENSES
INNER

types. But there is an inner pegging
board for these perceptions, like
pages torn from writings, attempting
to use words to express the inexpressible.
My theosophist friend and I pictured a visit to the local eye clinic,
perhaps on our first visit there. The
technician has a Tray of Lenses, from
which he/she chooses first one, then
another, fitting them into a temporary wire spectacles-frame. The
ophthalmology technician asks the
patient about the strengths or weaknesses given by the lenses eventually
finding the correct one for first the
right eye, then the left. The technician then turns the chosen lens to
the left or the right, by degrees to
further enhance the patient’s vision.
Both the patient and the technician
then know the measure of improvement to the patient’s breadth of
vision that they have achieved using
the correct lenses.
So, the vision already there in the
“Inner Eye” is able to add more information to the growing Atman-Buddhi-Manas (Spirit-Compassion-Mind)
within the individual to explore the
world more accurately adding ‘bricks
and mortar’ to the ‘scaffolding’, to
build a ‘house’ surrounding ourselves.
The walls of this house can and do
expand constantly with our ever-increasing self-discovery. In a sense, the
circle of the iris of our eye, taking in
an ever-widening circle of awareness
and enlightenment. Yet only as expansive as the inner framework can
withstand. Keeping the whole edifice
of our ‘House of Consciousness’ stable,
not too tall or wide, for the bedrock on
which it stands. 

– Amanda F. Rooke,
Melbourne, Victoria, Australia.
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SPIRITUAL INITIATION
A NEW BIRTH

IN THE ANCIENT WISDOM, INITIATION
IS GENERALLY USED IN REFERENCE
TO ENTERING INTO THIS LONG AND
WINDING ROAD TO THE SACRED WISDOM
UNDER THE DIRECTION OF INITIATES IN
SCHOOLS SPECIALLY DEDICATED TO
THIS TYPE OF LEARNING
– the Mystery Schools

B

y the process of a series
of tests, a student or
candidate for initiation
quickens the natural journey of
spiritual evolution. The candidate
thus anticipates the growth that
will be achieved by ordinary
humanity at a much later time,
but at the price of discipline and
strength of character beyond

the reach of the majority of people at this stage of
spiritual development.
He or she unfolds from within their latent spiritual and intellectual powers, thus raising individual
self-consciousness, and helping raise world consciousness thereby, to a higher level. The induction
of such a candidate into the various and increasing
grades or degrees was aptly spoken of as, ‘a New
Birth’.
When were the initiations held?
The times of the major initiations were/are determined by the earth’s orbit around the Sun, its
orientation with the Sun, the other planets, and
the Moon. The reason for this is essentially to
facilitate the flight of the ‘inner man’ to various
‘worlds’ where initiatory experiences are available. The four major initiations were held at the
Solstices (December and June) and the Equinoxes (March and September) being the ‘stations’
along the elliptical orbit of the Earth around the
Sun. No doubt other astronomical influences
JUNE 2022 / «THEOSOPHY DOWNUNDER» 13

The Solstices
and the
Equinoxes.

from outside the solar system,
such as our position in relation
to the different constellations
of the Zodiac, also play a part
in the timing of initiation
ceremonies. Major Christian
festivals, principally Christmas and Easter, coincide with
the ancient times of spiritual
initiation.
The information on The Solstices and Equinoxes in the
Northern Hemisphere of the

1

Earth at the time they experience their seasons, ie.
at the opposite times of the year to each other. This
is because initiation has to do with how the Sun is
affecting any part of the earth and all the life forms
inhabiting that part of the earth. So, the spiritual
"currents" from the Sun depend on how the Sun is
affecting the earth and nature at the time these currents are felt on any particular part of the Earth.
So, for the Southern Hemisphere, we could say: Birth
at the Winter Solstice (June 21st), the beginning of
the year; Adolescence -- trials and their conquest
-- at the Spring Equinox (September 21st); Adulthood, full-blown strength and power, at the Summer
Solstice (December 21st), representing a period of
initiation when the Great Renunciation is made;
Death: and then closing with the Autumnal Equinox
(March 21st), the period of the Great Passing."
Where were the initiations held?
The places of initiation were often situated on
mountains which, because of this, were regarded locally as holy mountains. Often rocky caves
or recesses in mountains were chosen for their
inaccessibility and used as initiation crypts or
chambers. Why were the ancient seats of the
Mysteries almost invariably in rock-temple or
subterranean cave, in forest or mountain pass, in
pyramid chamber or temple crypt? Because the
currents of the astral light become quieter, more
peaceful, cleaner, the farther removed from
Places of spiritual initiation:
1. Arnhem Land, Northern Territory, Australia.
2. The Himalayas mountains northern India.
3. The Great Pyramid, Cairo, Egypt.

2
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the madding crowd. Rarely
will one find a seat of esoteric
training near a large metropolis, for such are swirling whirlpools . . . ganglia, nerve-centers, in the lower regions of the
Astral Light.
Examples of places where
spiritual initiations were held
include: the Himalayan Mountains and the Nilgiri Hills in
India; parts of the Kakadu
National Park in the Northern
Territory of Australia; and
man-made structures such as
the Elephanta Caves in India,
Angkor Wat in Cambodia,
the Great Pyramid at Gizeh in
Egypt.
A Mystery school is not necessarily a school of people
situated at some specific place,
with definite and fixed locality throughout time, and with
physical conditions of environment always alike. Wherever
the need is great, work must
be done; and the mistake of
all scholars and mystics is to
put too much emphasis upon
places as Mystery-Schools.

Probation: 1st, 2nd and 3rd Degrees: are preparatory, consisting of discipline of the whole nature: moral, mental, and physical and balancing
of the emotions. At each stage, the neophyte has
to pass through a carefully graded series of tests
or trials in order that he/she may prove his/her
inner strength and capabilities to proceed.

Degrees of Initiation
Various countries and traditions have different numbers

The First Conscious Encounter with Other
Planes of Reality: 4th Degree: the powers of his/
her inner god having by now become at least

and names for each degree. Essentially, it is
the same process – an accelerated evolutionary journey to overcome the power of the Ego/
Lower Self, and by degrees grow closer to the
Higher Self/Inner God within us all. The ancient Egyptians had three degrees/stages with
several sub-stages, personified under the ‘Three
Guardians of Fire’ in their mystery tradition. In
the Greek/Roman system the process of spiritual initiation was usually configured as Seven
Degrees as follows:

1. The Opet Festival in
ancient Egypt held in
July/August (second
month of Akhet) at
the beginning of the
annual Nile flood
when the statue of
the God Amun was
displayed for public
viewing for a few days
each year to inspire
ordinary people.
2. Picture: A candidate for initiation
approaches the inner
sanctum of an Egyptian temple. He/she
leaves the classroom
learning about the
mysteries, to actual
personal experience of
them.
3. The inner sanctum (adytum) of an
Egyptian temple with
statues of the Gods
and Goddesses. The
secret of the Egyptian
temple is a symbolic
journey of the human
soul expressed in
architecture, from the
pylons outside the
temple, through the
court of pillars, to the
resting place of the
Gods in the adytum.
The lesson in stone
is the ascent of man’s
soul, through the
height of spirit, to the
plane of the divine.
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LIFE IS
THE GREAT
SCHOOL, AND
THAT ALL THE
INITIATIONS,
WITHOUT
A SINGLE
EXCEPTION, ARE
BUT HIGHER
GRADES, THE
REACHING
OF HIGHER
CLASSES, IN
THE SCHOOL
OF LIFE — LIFE
TERRESTRIAL
AND LIFE
COSMIC.

partially active in his daily life
and consciousness, he/she is
enabled to begin the experience of passing into other
planes and realms of life and
of being, and thus to learn to
know them by becoming them.
In this way he/she acquires
first-hand knowledge of the
truths of nature and of the universe about which he previously has been taught.
The First Direct Meeting
with the Inner God: 5th Degree: Theophany (the appearance of a god), the candidate
meets, for at least a fleeting
moment, his own spiritual
ego face to face, and in the
most successful of these
cases, for a time actually
becomes one with it. Epiphany signifies a minor form of
Theophany.
Taken Over by the Inner
God for a While: 6th Degree:
Theopneusty (in-breathing or
through-breathing of a god,
divine inspiration), the candidate becomes the vehicle of
his own inner god, for a time
depending on the neophyte’s
own power of retention and
observation, so that he/she is
then inspired with the spiritual and intellectual powers
and faculties of his/her higher self.
Permanently at One with the
Inner God: 7th Degree: Theopathy (the suffering a god
— suffering oneself to be one’s
own inner god), the personal
self has become permanently
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at-one with the inner divinity. The successful passing of the seventh trial resulted in the
initiant’s becoming a glorified ‘Son of the Sun’
as the ancient Egyptians would say, to be followed by the last or ultimate stage of this degree
known in Buddhism as achieving Buddha-hood
or Nirvana.
Since limits cannot be set to attainment, however, still loftier stages of spiritual and intellectual
unfolding or initiation await those who have
already attained the degree of Buddha-hood.
Application to Daily Life Now: The attempt to
lift our state of consciousness also helps with
uplifting Humanity as we are all connected at
an inner level of our composite nature. As HP
Blavatsky reminds us:
‘It is an occult law, moreover, that no man can
rise superior to his individual failings, without
lifting, be it ever so little, the whole body of
which he is an integral part. In the same way, no
one can sin, nor suffer the effects of sin alone. In
reality there is no such thing as ‘Separateness’.

” The Key to Theosophy: page
203.
The greatest and simplest
preparation for all the various grades of initiation is our
daily life. Here one can prove
what he is made of; here he
can show the stuff that is in
him; here he can strengthen
his character, evoke his will,
enlarge his understanding,
expand his heart- life. The
Masters judge, or rather test,
a beginner, a neophyte taking
his first steps, by the way in
which he acts in daily life and
reacts to the temptations and
trials that daily life puts upon
him. Life is the great school,
and that all the initiations,
without a single exception,
are but higher grades, the
reaching of higher classes,
in the school of life — life
terrestrial and life cosmic.
All initiation is essentially
self-initiation guided and
greatly assisted at appropriate
stages by qualified spiritual
teachers who have trod these
paths before us.
We have the opportunity
every day in our interactions
with other people to express
the qualities of the Inner God
that will make sure we keep to
the ‘Path of Compassion’ and
one day perhaps, stand ourselves at the entrance to the
Temple of Initiation, as did
those brave souls in days long
gone and, do even today stand
at the threshold of the Temples of Initiation in hidden
places around the world. 
– The Editor

It would be a pitiless
universe had humanity to
wait many thousands of
years for the golden age
to return before receiving
help. Could we see our
human evolution from the
origins of this earth cycle
as in a panorama, we would
know that a hierarchy of
Compassionate Ones keeps a
protective watch over all of
earth's children. Aside from
their cyclical seeding of the
world consciousness with
as much of cosmic truth as
humanity's karma will permit,
periodically they send one
or more of their number to
incarnate among mankind
and enjoin nations and races
to live in harmony, order,
and peace one with another.
To establish a universal
brotherhood on earth is
their continuing dream. Nor
is it an impossible dream by
virtue of our common origin
in divinity — on this basis we
are brothers.
– Grace F. Knoche.

FURTHER READING:
More information on the qualities
Theosophy encourages us to
develop in our daily lives can be
found in G de Purucker’s book
The Path of Compassion.
Information on the cycles of
spiritual initiation throughout
the year can be found in G de
Purucker: The Four Sacred
Seasons.
Detailed information on the
initiation ceremonies of the
ancient world can be found
in Grace Knoche’s book: The
Mystery Schools.
All of these books are available
from our Melbourne library, or
free online at:
http://www.theosociety.org/
pasadena/ts/tup-onl.htm
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TULKUS
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AVATÂRS

AND OTHER
HIGH
SPIRITUAL
TEACHERS

T

ulku, is a Tibetan word which, in one
rendering, means Bodhisattva [ie one
whose essence is Compassion]; and in
another rendering means, “Transference”. In
Tibetan teachings the word has very wide and
comprehensive meanings, closely paralleling
the Hindu-Brahamanic word Avatara. Avatara,
means, ‘a passing down of celestial energy’, in
other words the overshadowing or illuminating
of some human being. But an Avatara is a
synthetic entity, composed of a divine being,
who uses an intermediate “soul” loaned by a
Buddha, and functioning in a physical body
prepared and made available willingly for use;
and this body is usually that of an unborn
child. In all the records of the ancient races
of mankind, and in many of their traditional
religious or philosophical teachings, there are
countless references to either God or Gods who
make appearances or perform acts and impart
teachings of high spiritual nature, but usually
conforming to the degree to which the race or
nation concerned is capable of receiving and
understanding the teachings so given.
Christianity
Some two thousand years ago, perhaps rather
less, the young Christian church adopted the
religious books of the Israelites; which books,
together with the so-called Gospels and various
letters which form the New Testament, make up
what is familiarly known as the Bible. In Genesis, the first book of the Old Testament, it is said
that “God created the heaven and the earth”; and
in the opening verses of the Gospel according
to John, in the New Testament, it is said that
“All things were made by him; and without him
was not anything made that was made.” Then in
Genesis 3.8 we read “And they (Adam and Eve)
heard the voice of the Lord God walking in the
garden (of Eden) in the cool of the day…”

for the benefit and sometimes
to the detriment of human
beings. It seems reasonable to
question how it would be possible for a God who created an
Earth out of, or from himself,
to be later to manifest physically and walk on the surface
of that Earth. Similarly, so with
the Gods and Goddesses of
Olympus; with those of ancient
Egypt, with the Hindu Gods
of India, and every other area
where the supposed activities
of divine beings on physical
Earth are recorded. On one
hand, the enquiring mind is
faced with impossibilities; and
this is one of the reasons why
many people discard completely all conception of Gods.
On the other hand, some enquiring minds sense that there
must be an explanation of
these age-old traditions, as to
what really occurs; and some
of these enquirers and searchers find acceptable answers.
These answers belong to a
realm of esoteric teaching
which for ages was reserved
exclusively for highly trained
people engaged in the search
for spiritual teachings and development; but in this present
day and age, as we know, a vast

- Clive
Bellgrove

Gods Manifesting on the Earth
This is but one of many references in ancient
literatures to the supposed fact of God or Gods
manifesting on Earth, walking, talking and
performing many and various acts, sometimes
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Matsya Avatar.
Lord Vishnu
is the God of
Preservation.
Whenever
the earth is in
danger and
when evil
threatens to
overpower
good, Hindu
tradition
says that
Lord Vishnu
descends from
the heaven to
incarnate on the
earth. There are
ten incarnations
of Lord Vishnu.
The first avatar
of Lord Vishnu
is called the
Matsya, or Fish
Avatar. The last
Avatar will be
the Kalki Avatar
and is yet to
come.

amount of high and formerly
secret teaching is being given
out in our Theosophical literature because, in my personal
view, it is the only antidote to
the greatly increasing materialism of the world of thought of
the present day.
Avataras
What, then, is the explanation
of this idea that Gods manifest
on Earth? The words Tulku
and Avatara, when understood, cover as much ground
as we are likely to be able to
cope with. Not all Tulkus are
Avataras, and vice versa. There
are apparently grades of Avataras, but they are all headed
by a divine being; there are
many types of Tulkus and few
appear to be derived from divinities. It would be impossible

in a short paper to survey each and every type
hinted at in our literature. In the ancient Indian
religious book, the Bhagavad-Gita, Lord Krishna, says: “Whenever there is a decline of virtue
in the world, I incarnate a portion of myself.” A
Portion of Himself.
The process appears to be this: Upon the Earth
there is somewhere an unborn child, derived
from “a pure and fortunate family” the incoming
entity of which volunteers to make that body
available for the prospective Avatara; the Buddha provides the intermediate soul, and the ray
from the divinity blends with the intermediate
part and comes into manifestation in the proffered physical body, and performs his responsibilities as the Avatara. There is not the slightest
compulsion in any part of this process, but all is
achieved voluntarily and willingly.
With an Avatara, such an overshadowing by
a divinity may last an entire lifetime, as is said
to have occurred with Jesus. The process is not
unlike using a telephone. A voice speaks through
the handset, and the recipient of the message
can discuss and talk back to the speaker. But the
speaker is not IN the telephone handset, nor in the
instrument, nor in the Telephone Exchange, but is
an entity speaking through the established system.
Thus, the receiver of the message infilled, whether
for a lifetime or for shorter periods, with the ray of
a “God”, is like the handset of a telephone; he hears
the message, can perhaps discuss it, but will hand
it on to the others as he has heard it. Occasionally, it seems that it is possible for the recipient to
incorrectly hear or to translate the message heard,
and therefore relay an incorrect message. By such
means God, or the Gods, have always been able to
communicate with human beings, without themselves actually manifesting physically on the face of
the Earth. Which, if one thinks about it sufficiently, one understands to be impossible; for if spirit
could manifest in matter, it would cease for the
time being at least to be spirit.
Tulkus
Tulku is an aspect of this mystery, for mystery it
is. There can be a succession of Tulkus, each one
passing on to his successor the responsibilities
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of the work to be done. We have the instance
of the Hermetic Chain of Teachers consisting
of the many entities collected under the name
of Hermes Mercurius Tresmigistus of ancient
times. There are the former Tashi or Panchen
Lamas, and the Dalai Lamas of Tibet; possibly
also the line of Zoroasters of ancient Persia.
There is also the line of 100-year Messengers
established by Tsong-ka-pa, who was both a
Bodhisattva and a Tulku, and who was the very
highest of the Nirmanakayas.
So far as is known, all the earlier lines of Tulkus
have ended. Perhaps the work they came to
do has been completed; or it is possible that
the intended work could not be achieved and
it became fruitless to spend more energy in
the effort. But the line of 100-year Messengers
established by Tsong-kha-pa continues, as we
understand. There have been many individual
Teachers of great eminence, who clearly have
been illuminated by vastly greater spiritual
entities than themselves. Prince Siddhartha
eventually was illumined by his own inner Buddhi becoming known as the Buddha of history.
Pythagoras was in a position to establish the
Sanctuary of Apollo at Delphi, where a succession of Pythonesses was able to give the answers
of the “God” to enquirers who put questions to
them. It is said that Mohammed was an Avatara
of a “lesser kind”, but with clearly his own particular work to do.
The Old Testament of the Bible does not appear to give any indication of a line of Tulkus,
though there are many individuals, the Prophets and the Patriarchs etc., who must have
been illumined by some high spiritual entity,
perhaps their own Higher Selves. Any human being who is greatly inspired receives his
inspiration from realms which to us are invisible and beyond our everyday knowledge and
understanding. It is said that Shakespeare was
“brushed by the wing of a Nirmanakaya”; and
a Nirmanakaya is a spiritual being more highly
evolved than even the Brothers of Compassion; and even of the latter we know very little.
Mozart must have been inspired by some great
entity, perhaps his own Higher Self, to have

TENSIN GYATSO, THE 14TH DALAI LAMA OF TIBET.
ACCORDING TO TIBETAN BUDDHIST TRADITION,
A TULKU IS A REINCARNATE CUSTODIAN OF A
SPECIFIC LINEAGE OF TEACHINGS WHO IS GIVEN
EMPOWERMENTS AND TRAINED FROM A YOUNG
AGE BY STUDENTS OF HIS OR HER PREDECESSOR.
HIGH-PROFILE EXAMPLES OF TULKUS INCLUDE THE
DALAI LAMAS, THE PANCHEN LAMAS, THE SAMDING
DORJE PHAGMOS, THE KARMAPAS, KHYENTSES, THE
ZHABDRUNG RINPOCHES, AND THE KONGTRULS.

been able to produce so much
wonderful music.
The architects of the Great Pyramid of Egypt, of Stonehenge, of
the Glastonbury Zodiac and other such marvels of mathematical
precision; the builders of the
Periclean Age of ancient Greece,
of the Ankor Wat of Cambodia;
the writers of books such as the
Vedas, the Sybilline Books, the
Popul Vuh, all the Hermetic
literature, and a host of other
incomparably wonderful secret
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ABOVE US,
ABOVE EVERY
HUMAN BEING,
IS HIS HIGHER
SELF, WHICH
IS THE “LIGHT
THAT LIGHTETH
EVERY MAN
THAT COMETH
INTO THE
WORLD.”
[JOHN 1:9]

books of the past, must all have
been inspired by great spiritual
entities.
In our own day and age, we possess writings such as The Secret
Doctrine and the Mahatma
Letters (reviewed in this issue). A
wealth of teaching, so much of it
previously secret, has been given
to the world through the writings of H.P. Blavatsky, who was
unquestionably a Tulku, acting
as such on many occasions, but
at other times merely her normal
self. Every human being who
listens to his Conscience, his
Intuition, or is Inspired, is, for
those moments in time, acting as
Tulku to some high entity, almost
certainly his own Higher Self.
Dark Tulkus
It is well to understand that,
while all Avataras have a divine
source, not all Tulkus necessarily are derived from sources of
high spirituality. Humanity is
surrounded by many invisible
entities not all of them good.
One’s life is moulded by the
inclination of one’s thoughts: “As
a man thinketh in his heart, so is
he.” Dark entities are able to use
the Tulku process. There have
been many individuals in history,
both ancient and modern, who
as a result of great powers of rhetoric and other such means have
brought terrible suffering and
great destruction to large sections
of the human race; they appear to
have acted as Tulkus to powerful
dark forces.
Again, in the relatively modest
range of activity known as hypnotism, the hypnotist and his
subject are acting in a condition
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of Tulku, where the consciousness of the latter is,
often without permission, pushed aside completely, the vacuum being filled by the consciousness
of the hypnotist who can, if unethical, cause the
subject to carry out this will whatever it may be.
This is dark magic.
The Higher Self
Perhaps this article will help us to understand
the meaning of the old saying that sometimes we
“entertain angels unawares.” Above us, above every
human being, is his Higher Self, which is the “light
that lighteth every man that cometh into the world.”
[John 1:9] Throughout our evolution from the first
dawning of consciousness we have been open to be

imbued with that light, or we have been attracted to
the shade cast by that light. The vast mass of humanity is unaware of these two sides to their nature,
and few realize their spiritual potential; for with the
least evolved as well as the highest, the Higher Self is
with us “even unto the end of the world.”
Tibetan Tulkus
When a Mahatma wishes to give a message to
the world, he may appear as a Mayavi-Rupa,
which is a form of Tulku; or he may send a ray
of himself into the body, willingly provided, of a
neophyte-messenger, for a period of a lifetime,
or for shorter periods of time. H.P.B. frequently
imbodied the very life of her teacher; but when
his influence was withdrawn, she became again
the everyday Helena Petrovna Blavatsky. When
the Tashi and Dalai Lamas transferred their
incarnation from one body that had just died to
another, invariably the body chosen was of an

infant who was just on the point of death. When
the assumption was completed the body of the
child revived and usually lived many years,
though there are instances where the incarnation of one or other of these Lamas lasted only
into youth or young manhood.
In the writings of travellers in Tibet there are
many references to Tulkus and Living Buddhas,
but it would be well to be guarded about such
statements. As the two lines of Tulkus with the
Tashi and the Dalai Lamas became established,
it became the ambition of many of the great
and powerful monasteries in Tibet to have,
also, their own Tulkus of Buddhas; and it is not
unreasonable to suppose that these were mere
inventions, and not actualities.
The Continuing Mission of the Great Ones
Great spiritual entities are continually endeavouring to impart to human beings high ethical altruistic teachings, the doctrine of Universal Brotherhood, and the latent divinity in every human being.
In their ceaseless work they use intermediaries,
some of very high development, some of intermediate development, and others of still less development, though these latter are nevertheless, from
our standpoint, illuminated messengers. Among
these we can include Theosophical teachers, H.P.
Blavatsky, Damodar, W.Q. Judge and others; all of
whom are motivated by compassion for their fellow
men. They worked ceaselessly, and without reward
of any kind, so often without even appreciation for
their efforts.
We will do ourselves a great service if we recall the
compassion that has motivated the Great Ones,
of whatever degree, who with such intensity have
sent or brought into the world the vast amount of
teaching over the past 150 years which we are now
free and at liberty to study and discuss openly; if
we understand and appreciate the self-sacrifice and
dedication of each and every one of them; and if
we in return not only study and endeavour to live
those high teachings, but also in quiet moments feel
some gratitude to them for all their efforts on our
behalf. 

– Clive Bellgrove,
Melbourne, Victoria, Australia.

On the left, Swami Yuketswar Giri, Teacher of
Swami Paramahansa Yogananda on the right

That teachers and guides are as necessary to
our inner development as are loving parents and
schoolteachers for children is self-evident, but the
other half of the equation is equally relevant. Just
as the growing child must be allowed to find his or
her own strength, so humanity as a whole needs
time and space to reach maturity through its
own efforts. We are much like the adolescent who
rejects the help that is available and then, feeling
alienated, seeks foolish and sometimes destructive
means to fill the loneliness. In consequence, while
there is currently an extraordinary yearning for
higher guidance, there is also an astonishing lack
of discrimination as to what is sound and what is
spurious in matters of the spirit.

– Grace F. Knoche.
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THESE TRUTHS

I PERCEIVE
Of Truth, these truths I perceive:
Man’s first desire is to survive;
His second; to thrive;
His third, to have his being acknowledged;
His fourth, to love and be loved;
His fifth, to know things;
His sixth, to know himself;
And his seventh, to know transcendence;

If he masters the first five,
His is considered a successful life on earth.
If he masters the last two,
He has gone quite a way to perfection.
Most of the best of men
Have fulfilled the first five;
The Masterful few possess all.

- Eugene Harris,
Melbourne, Victoria, Australia.
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NEWS

OF THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY (PASADENA)
AROUND THE WORLD

Australasian Section:

Zoom Online Meetings on the Ancient Wisdom:

Zoom meetings covering a wide range of
subjects on the Ancient Wisdom on Tuesday
nights from 7.30pm-9pm, Melbourne time
(except Victorian state school holidays). Please
check our Theosophy Downunder Website at:
www.theosophydownunder.org for the latest
information and list of meetings available on
Zoom. Please email: andrewrooke@hotmail.com
if you want to be put on our mailing list for the
weekly Zoom meetings.

Meditation Mondays on Zoom: Are you

interested in joining a meditation group every
Monday evening at 7.40pm (Melbourne time)
for half an hour’s meditation each week? This
is a guided meditation, so even if you haven’t
meditated before you can learn a simple
meditation technique.
Please contact: Esther Pockrandt at email:
zigane09@gmail.com
Call/message Esther on: 0409 065 062

Melbourne Library News: Theosophical
Pasadena Library Centre is at 664 Glenhuntly
Rd, Caulfield South, Melbourne.
The library has a collection of ‘hard-to-find’
books and magazines on spirituality, religion,
theosophy and occultism. Books are available
for loan to regular attendees at our meetings and
U3A students attending the Ancient Wisdom
course (Tuesday Zoom meetings) or by mail
to members. The library is open on Tuesday
mornings from 9.30am to 12.30pm.
The library catalogue is available on our website
at: www.theosophydownunder.org
New Books in the library include: The Sirius
Connection: unlocking the secrets of ancient
Egypt by Murray Hope; Sacred architecture by
AT Mann; The Revenge of Gaia: why the Earth is

fighting back and how we can still save humanity
by James Lovelock; Songman: the story of an
Aboriginal elder by Bob Randall; Call of the
Dolphins by Lana Muller; The Cygnus Mystery:
unlocking the ancient secrets of life’s origin in
the cosmos by Andrew Collins; The Way of
the Peaceful Warrior: a book that changes lives
by Dan Mollman; The Mystics of Islam by RA
Nicholson; Star Myths: tales of the constellations
by Marianne McDonald; Peace Labyrinth: sacred
geometry by B. Bartell; Iridology, Personality and
Health Analysis Through the Iris by Dorothy
Hall; Religion and the Rise of Capitalism by RH
Tawney; The Seven Sisters of the Pleiades: stories
from around the world by Munya Andrews;
Living in a Mindful Universe: a neurosurgeon’s
journey into the heart of consciousness by
Dr Eben Alexander; Human Kind: a hopeful
history by Rutger Bregman; SandTalk: how
indigenous thinking can save the world by
Tyson Yunkaporta; Several books by H.H. the
Dalai Lama including: Essential Teachings; The
Way to Freedom; The Joy of Living and Dying
in Peace; Awakening the Mind Lightening the
Heart; Transforming the Mind; On Generating
Compassion and Transforming Your Life; The
Power of Compassion…and many others.

New on our Website: Several new articles have

been added to our website under the ‘Theosophy
Downunder Library of Articles and Lectures’
menu including the following articles: By Andrew
Rooke: Simplicity, Patience and Compassion: Three
Greatest Treasures; Invisible Worlds: Do They
Actually Exist?; Practical Spiritual Practice: Some
Perspectives from Theosophy; Amanda F. Rooke:
Lower Mind to Higher Mind: What Buzz the
Boss-Bird Taught Me; Luke M. Ironside: Giants:
Theosophical Perspectives on the Nephilim; Esther
Pockrandt: Meditation: Making a Start. Check
these articles and plenty more at:
http://theosophydownunder.org/ifensterl.php?./library/
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NEWS
International Headquarters

The Theosophical Society, Pasadena, has a
comprehensive website, www.theosociety.org
where a wide selection of online publications,
information regarding the basic concepts,
objectives and history of the society can be viewed.

American Section

The online magazine, The Spiral Path, is
available on the website
www.theosocietyamsec.org
Northwest Branch: A wide range of articles and
all editions of the Theosophy Northwest View
newsletter are listed at:
www.theosophy-nw.org

British Section

For all back copies of the newsletter, Compass,
and general information go to
www.theosophical.org.
Zoom online lectures and discussions are
available in the UK.
Contact Pat and Sandy Powell at:
ts-uk@talktalk.net

German Section

For general information: www.theosophie.de

The Netherlands Section

For general information: http://theosofie.net

Swedish Section

http://www.theosociety.org/pasadena/sverige/
index.htm
For online literature in Swedish visit:
http://theosociety.org/pasadena/sverige/
teosofiskabokforlaget/index.htm

Exploring Theosophy

The Synthesis of Science, Religion and
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Philosophy: This website, maintained by David
Pratt, features a wide range of topics relating to
theosophy: http://davidpratt.info

Theosophy World News

The best way to keep up with developments
in the world-wide theosophical movement
inclusive of all Theosophical Societies is to read
this quarterly website at: https://theosophy.news

South African Section

Copies of the South African section newsletter.
Contact, are available by emailing the editor and
National Secretary, Alice Yetman: alice.yetman@
gmail.com
Contact person in the greater Durban area:
Grant Holliday, halliday@absamail.co.za
Contact person in the Western Cape: Dewald
Bester: besterdewald@gmail.com

The Roots of Theosophy

The principal founder of the Theosophical Society,
HP Blavatsky described herself as belonging
to the Buddhist ‘Swabhavika’ school as did her
teacher, the Master ‘M’, and her other teacher, the
Master ‘KH’, recommended the teachings of this
Buddhist school. It is therefore of some importance
for Theosophists to know something about this
mysterious school of Buddhist thought and we
are grateful for the work on this subject done by
our own member, Dr Don Shepherd, published
in Theosophy Downunder 136, 2020: ‘Buddhism:
Theosophy and the Indeterminant Self’; and
principally in: Theosophical History, 19:2, 2019:
‘Theosophy and the Nepalese Swabhavikas’. We are
happy to see a new study by Samantha Province:
‘Theosophical Studies: Hodgson’s Schools of
Nepalese Buddhism Identified with Particular
Reference to the Swabhavikas’ which can be sent by
email attachment to anyone interested by contacted
the Editor at: andrewrooke@hotmail.com

The Peace Pole Project

Founded in Japan in the 1980s, the Peace
Pole Project is an international effort
to spread peace through prayer and
meditation. The physical manifestation
of this effort is the planting of ‘Peace
Poles’ which are 2-metre-high poles with
messages of peace carved into them and
placed in prominent places around cities
and towns all around the world. So far
200,000 such poles have been planted
since the 1980s. The group has for decades
been promoting the mantram "May
Peace Prevail on Earth". Following is a
condensed version of their mission statement:
"The power of the Message, May Peace Prevail On
Earth, lies in its capacity to bring people of various
cultures, faith traditions and political ideals together
as one united global heart and mind... to sincerely
focus on our mutual desire to serve, create and
manifest true peace on earth while transcending our
differences and celebrating our common humanity...
to inspire and re-awaken the inherit consciousness
of love, peace and harmony which exists in
everyone of us....to bring inner peace of mind and to
foster peace in the world at large."
Please use this mantram as we work for an end to
suffering in the Ukraine and other trouble spots in
the world. Besides using it as a seed thought, there are
many practical applications for its use listed on the
group's website, including using this message on all
your correspondence or physically "planting" a peace
pole containing this message. It is a way to physically
anchor into the planetary surface higher energies
which then continually radiate outwards into the
surrounding area. More information available at:
https://www.peacepoleproject.org/

A Simple but Effective Idea for
Suicide Prevention

When you’re headed down a dark road and feeling
hopeless, sometimes all it takes to get you headed

back in the right direction is a little sign—or in this
case, a bumper sticker. Like many who have felt the
mental health impact of the COVID-19 pandemic,
22-year-old university student Brooke Lacey had
her own share of issues. After Lacey won her battle
against depression, in the hope of helping others, the
New Zealand native was inspired to create a batch of
600 signs that read:
“Please don’t take your life today. The world is so much
better with you in it. More than you realize, stay.”
Lacey hung laminated versions of the message on
bridges and overpasses, and next to railroads and
waterways around the capital city of Wellington. She
even had the saying inscribed on a bumper sticker.
It’s something we should all bear in mind that for
someone in trouble, even the smallest mindful act
of kindness can turn out to be the light at the end
of the tunnel. As long as the message is heartfelt,
even something as simple as a sign—or a bumper
sticker—can save a life.
A member of our group has written their personal
experience of suicide with recommendations when
talking with people affected by the suicide of loved
ones at: https://triuneoflight.org/healing.php
Some other perspectives on the same issue are listed
there too and recommended as unfortunately many
of us encounter suicide at some point in our lives.

Thoreau pointed out that there are artists in
life, persons who can change the colour of a
day and make it beautiful to those with whom
they come in contact. We claim that there are
adepts, masters in life who make it divine, as
in all other arts. Is it not the greatest art of
all, this which affects the very atmosphere in
which we live? 
– HP Bavatsky
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SEVEN JEWELS OF WISDOM

REINCARNATION; KARMA; HIERARCHIES; SELF-BECOMING; EVOLUTION; THE TWO PATHS, AND KNOWLEDGE OF THE SELF

THE FORTH JEWEL:

SELF-BECOMING/SWABHAVA:
THE ESSENTIAL NATURE OF THINGS

'S

wabhava' in the Indian
Sanskrit language
“to become”, “to
grow into something” or
“Self-Becoming”. It is the
key to understanding the
preceding three jewels, that
is, Reincarnation, Karma,
and Hierarchies. It is the
teaching that each being has its
essential nature “Swabhavat”
and that each being expresses
this essential nature through
garments, vehicles or bodies,
which are suitable for it at
each stage of its long journey
of spiritual evolution. The
fundamental and immortal
Self, sends rays of itself into
the material worlds, and
uses appropriate vehicles to
express its inner nature a bit
like the Sun sending out its
rays into the surrounding
darkness of the Solar System
and nourishing the different
planets of its kingdom.
A theosophical writer defines
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this complex subject as follows:
“Swabhava has two general philosophical meanings:
First: self-begetting, self-becoming, the general idea that there is
no merely mechanical or soulless activity of Nature in bringing us into being, for we brought
ourselves forth, in and through
and by Nature, of which we are a
part of the conscious forces, and
therefore are our own children.
Second: each and every entity
that exists is the result of what
he actually is spiritually in his
own higher nature: he brings
forth, that which is in himself
interiorly, nothing else…What
makes a rose bring forth always
a rose and not thistles, or daisies
or pansies?…It is because of its
‘Swabhava’, the essential nature
in and of the seed… ‘Swabhava’ in short, may be called the
essential Individuality of any
monad, expressing its own characteristics, qualities, and types,
by self-urged evolution.” [G. de
Purucker, Occult Glossary, page
166].
From our discussions of the first
four ‘Jewels’, we have a basic
understanding of Karma, Reincarnation, Hierarchies, and
now Swabhava. It seems clear
that the Seven Jewels all involve,
and in fact build on each other.
But what is the point of all these
complex ideas and why all this
struggle in Nature? The next of
the seven Jewels, The Doctrine
of Evolution, featured in our
September issue, begins to answer these questions. 

- Stefan Carey,
Melbourne, Victoria, Australia.
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3

All beings originate from the same
divine source and are in essence
identical with it: Further, each of these

ON THEOSOPHY

What are the Three Fundamental
Propositions of Theosophy?

sparks of divinity evolves by embodying,
according to cyclic and karmic law, in
every “form of the phenomenal world”,
developing its individuality at first instinctively and later by its own efforts till
it has “passed through all the degrees of
intelligence, from the lowest to the highest” – through sub-mineral, mineral,
plant, human and beyond. This last axiom
indicates that the universe is an organism
composed of countless lesser organisms,

all evolving towards divinity.

=It

In her masterwork, The Secret Doctrine, HP
Blavatsky sets forth three ‘fundamental propositions’ of theosophy as follows:

1

There is an ‘Omnipresent, Eternal, Boundless, and Immutable PRINCIPLE on which
all speculation is impossible: since it tran-

scends the power of human conception…” This
Infinity – referred to as Space, the great Void or
Fullness – contains, and indeed is, everything
which exists, past, present, and future. It cannot
be described or limited in any way or it would no
longer be infinite.

2

This boundless space is the field for
the cyclic appearance and disappearance of numberless worlds: “like the

regular tidal ebb, flux, and reflux,” pointing to
duality and periodicity as fundamental in nature.
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seems to me that every human being has within him the power to do what
is required: privately and unnoticed to
follow the lead of his higher self. But we
have to persevere in this practice; above
all, we have to trust unreservedly in the
potency of our inner light to illumine our
lives. If each one of us steadfastly heeds
its guidance, in time we will become an
imbodiment of compassion, understanding, knowledge, and helpfulness — and
yet, paradoxically, we will have achieved
the greatest boon of all, we will have
become as "nothing in the eyes of the
world." In this manner will we strengthen the light-impulses that are gaining
in number and momentum, and by so
much fortify the compassionate labors
of those who work unceasingly for all
nations and for the unborn and who are,
even now, readying the way for the dawn
of a brighter age.
– Grace F. Knoche.

POLYNESIAN MASTERS

THE KAHUNAS

KEEPERS OF THE SECRETS

- Sonia D. Smith

Peace is in the sky
Peace is on earth
Peace is in the waters
Peace is among the plants and trees
of the forest
The gods are peaceful.
Peace is in the nature of Reality.
All is peace.
Peace alone is peace.
May that peace, real peace, be with us
all.
Peace, peace, peace be unto us and
unto all the
beings of the Universe.

A

loha. When a Kahuna prays
this prayer, he prays from
his High Self — Aumakua,
his divine and godly Self — that Self
which he is able to enter and leave
at will: a practice for which he has
been purified and prepared since
birth.
Huna: That Which is Hidden
Huna is the predominant pre-Christian
spiritual tradition of the people
of the Polynesian Islands. Huna,
literally, means "a secret," "a profound
message," or "that which is hidden." It
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A Kahuna
of ancient
Hawaii
carving a
form of
writing
resembling
that found on
Easter Island.

is sometimes referred to as the Hidden
Reality or Hidden Knowledge.
The Polynesian Islands comprise the
Hawaiian Islands, Phoenix Island,
Samoa, Tonga Island, Cook Island,
Society Island, Tahiti, Tubuai Island,
Marquesa, Pitcairn Island, and Easter
Island. The Huna tradition is also
practiced by the Maoris of New
Zealand. (Maori means "the true
people" of the land. The Maori spiritual
leader is called Tohunga.) In Hawaii
and Tahiti, the spiritual leader is called
Kahuna and Tahuna, respectively.
Huna is neither a religion nor a
philosophy. It is a practical way of
life based on intuitive knowledge and
inner guidance where everything
about oneself, about others, and about
matters outside of oneself, is placed
under constant study and observation
for the purpose of mastery in all
aspects of life. Huna is, therefore, a tool
used to live life more effectively.
The Kahunas are the Keepers of Huna:
keepers of "the secret."
They are the transmitters of the teaching,
maintainers of the spiritual tradition
and its practices in law, science, the
arts, medicinal and spiritual healing,
architecture, education, engineering,
meteorology, and agriculture. They

are persons of high moral fibre and of
real abilities. They usually come from
the ruling class (ali'i): select children of
royal families who are chosen for high
intelligence and exceptional spiritual
skills which have been observed
and validated since childhood. Most
importantly, they would have shown
sustained interest in matters of the spirit
and a willingness continuously to learn
more. On rare occasions, the "secret" has
been given to a child of the common
people of the islands who has exhibited
exceptional abilities and self-discipline.
The Kahuna may be male or female.
The highest Kahuna (puhi-okaoka) is
one who has perfected and mastered
himself or herself in all branches
of knowledge and understanding.
Kahunas of younger ranks are said
to be those who are predominantly
either intuitional, or intellectual, or
emotional. Depending on their area
of mastery, the younger Kahunas have
been said to belong to an unchartered
"Order."
According to Serge King, author of Kahuna
Healing (pp. 33-4), the Orders are:
The Order of Kane: This group of
Kahunas are intuition-centered.
Their approach to life is predominantly
intuitive. They emphasize
understanding and integration of spirit,
mind, and body, and have mastery
over life. Their teaching lays stress on
the power of thought and its attendant
imaginative and creative resources.
They work with "alternative states of
consciousness."

1

2

The Order of Lono: This group of
Kahunas are intellectually-centred. They
emphasize medicinal healing, astronomy
and astrology, navigation, meteorology,
and other "life sciences." In the healing arts,
this group emphasizes "the use of herbs
and drugs, diet and natural resources of
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healing energy such as sunlight, sea salt,
crystals and . . . geomancy (a form of
divination using supposed energy currents
in the earth). They see the environment
as something to be manipulated by
understanding the mechanics of its
operation . . ." (Ibid., p. 33).

3

The Order of Ku: This group of
Kahunas emphasize the sensual
and emotional aspects of life. Highly
ritualistic and passionate, these Kahunas
are predisposed to being open about
their skills in healing which involve
physical exercises, massage therapy,
psychic healing, and psychotherapy.
Their form of psychotherapy emphasizes
overt expression of repressed feelings and
traumas.
High-Ranking Kahunas: Unlike the
Kahunas of the above Orders, the highranking Kahunas have no temples or
shrines, no overt exposure, no written
laws of teachings, and no large following.
They have mastery over the intuition,
intellect, and emotions, and are balanced
in all three; able to utilize whichever of
the three qualities is appropriate for the
need of the moment. These Kahunas go
within, into the very depth and silence of
their High Self in their quest for mastery
of their own nature, for harmony with

nature, and service to others. The highranking Kahunas have survived censure
from the Christian world.
Pre-Christian Polynesians were
spiritually-minded. The Kahunas
believe they are of the islands since the
beginning of the human race. There is
a belief in a Heavenly Father (Teave),
whose Breath or Essence (Mana)
permeates all space and supports all
life. It is similar to the Buddhist's "All
is Tathagata." Mana is the vital energy
and the vital force of all that is, all that
was, and all that will be. It is sacred and
an accepted and practiced part of every
living being. Teave's Breath brought forth
creation out of chaos — Teave who is
both male and female, mother-father
of creation. (Te'a means "deepest root,"
"founder" or "that which is permanent";
ve means "one who is just and sees all.")

Creation Stories: There are as many
versions of the story of creation as there
are islands. They all centre around a
hierarchy of divine beings who created,
maintain, and preserve heaven and
earth. Then, there is the Kahuna's version
which is kept sacred as the story itself
holds the tool for the mastery of the
forces of light and darkness. In the wrong
hands, this sacred knowledge can be
used as a powerful tool of destruction
and disservice. In a nutshell, among the
Kahuna's major teachings are: harm no
one and no thing with hate; think and
say exactly what you mean; use positive
speech; and take full responsibility for
your life. These are simple teachings,
simple rules.
A Kahuna speaks: "over the centuries,
. . . we have abdicated our personal
responsibilities for our thoughts and
actions to power-hungry people who
have piled mountains of 'don't do(s)' and
'thou shalt not(s)' on top of what were
originally a few simple sentences. That is

THERE IS A
BELIEF IN A
HEAVENLY
FATHER (TEAVE),
WHOSE BREATH
OR ESSENCE
(MANA)
PERMEATES
ALL SPACE AND
SUPPORTS
ALL LIFE. IT IS
SIMILAR TO THE
BUDDHIST'S
"ALL IS
TATHAGATA."
MANA IS THE
VITAL ENERGY
AND THE VITAL
FORCE OF ALL
THAT IS, ALL
THAT WAS,
AND ALL THAT
WILL BE. IT IS
SACRED AND
AN ACCEPTED
AND PRACTICED
PART OF EVERY
LIVING BEING.
TEAVE'S BREATH
BROUGHT
FORTH
CREATION OUT
OF CHAOS —
TEAVE WHO
IS BOTH MALE
AND FEMALE,
MOTHERFATHER OF
CREATION.
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Tohunga:
a Maori wise
man of New
Zealand.

what has made these more complicated
complexes possible. But they can still
be removed, using the special Kahuna
technique of going into the Silence where
the subconscious can be dealt with
directly without interference" [Dr. Allan
P. Lewis, Clearing Your Lifepath Through
Kahuna Wisdom, New and Revised
Edition, 1983, p.45].

The Kahunas survived the spiritual
massacre by early Christian missionaries:
While Christianity is the predominant
religion of the present generations, the
seeds of Hunaism continue to germinate
and grow within the very essence of
the people. The constant and prevailing
message inherent in the hearts of all the
islanders is that divinity is in each one
— man and woman — from birth, and
that the shrine is in each person's heart.
The Kahunas hold that the tradition is
a science of creation, preservation, and
dissolution of life; and, most importantly,
a science of rebirthing into one other next
life — a chance to make perfect what was
left unperfected in the life before.
Kahuna Beliefs: The tradition maintains
a triunal view of life: a higher or divine
self; a middle or unfolding self; and a
lower or initiatory self. The lower self is
not subordinate to the middle self; nor is
the middle self subordinate to the higher
self. All are conditions that are each
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equally necessary for efficient living.
No value judgment is attached to the
differentiation as they are considered
guideposts for self-observation. In the
higher self (Aumakua) there exists no
duality: all is one, all is peace, all is love.
When in this self, the Kahuna is master
over life, light, darkness, nature, death,
and immortality. The Kahunas do not
believe they can transfer this condition
of the higher self to another through
outright transmission. They can only
teach the techniques and skills which
they know have worked for them so that
the student may personally experience
the transformation and unfolding of his
or her divine nature. Once this mission
is accomplished, the Kahuna lets go the
studentship of the protege and protegee,
and each begins the new relationship of
being a friend and lifetime protector to
the other.
The divine self of the Kahunas is not
God; it is the divinity within each one.
The interplay of actions and reactions
between the three selves is similar to
the interplay of the three aspects of the
Supreme Being which are designed to
create, preserve, and dissolve. When
a Kahuna enters his High Self to pray,
prayer is directed toward his self. The
Kahuna knows the Supreme Being to
be perfect and not needful of praises,
petitions, or thanksgiving. The Kahuna
also believes that the Supreme Being
has given each one the tools needed
to gain all the knowledge, skills, and
power available in the universe. There is
also a belief that man need not ask for
forgiveness from the Supreme Being as
no mortal can do the Supreme Being
any harm. One does harm only to one's
self, to others, to nature, and to the
elements. Forgiveness may be obtained
only from that person, nature, or
element to whom or to which the harm
was committed.

In Huna: A Beginner's Guide, "There is
only one sin in the Huna concept. That
is the sin of hurting another self. The
Huna way of life is a harmless, hurtless
way. Working with one's sin, awareness
is focused on the acts and omission of
acts that result in hurt to another human
being. There are Huna techniques to make
amends or gain forgiveness for each and
every sin committed, so humans can live
free of guilt" (pp. 15-16).
The Huna tradition is detailed, systematic,
rational, direct, and simple. While many
have speculated that the power of the
Kahuna teaching lies in the words used in
the tradition, the truth is that the essence
of the teaching and the way it is lived have
essentially to do with sound and with the
Huna alphabet. This is a science, a divine
science.
- From Sunrise magazine, February/
March 1987 by Sonia Smith, Los Angeles,
California, USA.
Readers of this article might be interested
in the following book now available in our
library: Hank Wesselman: Bowl of Light:
Ancestral Wisdom from a Hawaiian

Shaman. 2011. In 1996, a revered
Hawaiian elder befriended an American
anthropologist, and from their rare and
intimate rapport, something miraculous
emerged. Through the words and
teachings of the kahuna wisdom-keeper
Hale Makua, Dr. Hank Wesselman was
gifted with an enhanced perspective
into the sacred knowledge of ancient
Hawaii. Before his passing, elder Makua
encouraged Dr. Wesselman to convey
much of what had passed between
them to the wider world, giving him
permission to share his spiritual
knowledge including:
• The Bowl of Light, or, how we can
restore our natural divine radiance;
• The three directives of the spiritual
warrior - love with humility, live
with reverence, and know with selfdiscipline;
• Rituals for communing with nature,
receiving wisdom from the spirit
world, purifying our consciousness;
• The Ancestral Grand Plan - exploring
the path our ancestors set in motion
millennia ago, and how the Plan is
playing out across the world today. 

In the beginning we are our own spiritual teacher, and so it is at the end, while we each
are also teacher and pupil to one another. We may come across one with whom we are
so very much in tune that for a time we accept him or her as a teacher. We recognize
inwardly that this one comes closer to understanding things as they are than any other
we have met. Although in any particular lifetime we may never meet such a teacher,
this should never hinder us; a teacher does exist and is not far from us. The first lesson
of any spiritual teacher is "learn to live to benefit others before yourself." Enormous
liberating forces are activated when this precept is practiced in everyday living. Being
pledged to work for the "great orphan humanity" means obeying the highest within
ourselves until we have earned the right to more direct teaching. Such instruction,
however, is no more profound or clear than what we can learn from our own daily lives.
– Alan E. Donant: from, ‘Searching for a Spiritual Teacher: Sunrise Magazine: August/
September 2002.

Interior of
Te Whare
Rununga,
Maori
meeting
house,
Waitangi, Bay
of Islands,
North Island,
New Zealand.
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LET IT SHINE
This lamp I light, this luminosity,
is more than just the agent of my sight.
It is the light itself that I would see,
a world within itself, complete and right,
a tiny touch of immortality,
this globe that at my touch from dark turns bright
to shine for life, however brief that be.
And as I fill its emptiness with light,
I’d fill my soul, I’d shine continually.
So come, my lamp, to star the inner night!
And let my time, whatever waits for me,
be now and not to come. However slight,
may some small star be there that I call mine,
may some small star within be still to shine.
- Stephen Colley, Altadena, California, USA.
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BOOK
REVIEWS
THE MAHATMA
LETTERS
TO A.P.SINNETT.
Transcribed and Compiled by
A.Trevor Barker.
2nd and revised edition.
Theosophical University
Press, 2021.
No other theosophical book is
quite like this private collection
of letters. Preserved in the
British Library, they were written
between 1880 and 1884 to Alfred
P. Sinnett, editor of a leading
Anglo-Indian newspaper, The
Pioneer. His correspondents
were two Mahatmas (Masters of
Wisdom) whom HP Blavatsky
acknowledged as her teachers
and inspirers of Isis Unveiled
and The Secret Doctrine.
First published in 1923, this
important volume is filled with
sublime philosophical and
ethical instruction, revealing not

only far-reaching concepts of
religious and scientific thought
(since proven in large degree
prophetic), but also, practicality,
warmth of heart, and ripeness
of humour. The letters moreover
yield a clearer understanding
of HP Blavatsky and of the
Mahatmas’ aim of fostering a
real universal brotherhood.
Theosophical University
Press, the publishing arm of
our Theosophical Society, has
recently announced a new
Second & Revised Edition
of The Mahatma Letters. It is
verbatim, page-for-page, with
the Second Edition, but corrects
transcription errors; it also adds
a chronological key, as well as a
second Appendix containing:
1. First Letter of K.H. to A.
O.Hume;
2. View of the Chohan on theT.S.;
3.Cosmological Notes (originally
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reproduced in Appendix II of
The Letters of H. P. Blavatsky to
A. P. Sinnett);
4. A. O. Hume’s Reply to K.H.’s
First Letter (full text of Letter 99);
5.The Writing of The Mahatma
Letters by A. Trevor Barker;
6. Foreign Words and Phrases;
7. Chronological Order.
A PDF eBook version is now
online (copy with full margins
attached), and a soft-cover
print version is also available
from TUP online or all the
major online booksellers.
Because the chronological
order of the Mahatma
Letters has been revised,

“THE TERM ‘UNIVERSAL
BROTHERHOOD’ IS NO IDLE
PHRASE. HUMANITY IN THE
MASS HAS A PARAMOUNT CLAIM
UPON US, … IF IT BE A DREAM,
IT IS AT LEAST A NOBLE ONE
FOR MANKIND: AND IT IS THE
ASPIRATION OF THE TRUE ADEPT.”
– FROM THE MAHATMA LETTERS.

Theosophical University Press
are discontinuing publication of
Margaret Conger's Combined
Chronology. However, her
Preface, Introduction, and
Explanatory Notes, as well as
Grace F. Knoche's Foreword
are incorporated in the online
html versions of both The
Mahatma Letters and The
Letters of H. P. Blavatsky to A.
P. Sinnett. Each version also
links both these publications in
combined chronological order,
although work is in progress
to synchronize the Blavatsky
Letters to the new Mahatma
Letters chronology. 

– reviewed by the Editor.

OBITUARY: TONY DOWNEY
Our dear friend and long-standing member, Tony
Downey, passed to Greater Light on March 29th. Tony
had an amazing and adventurous life in England,
Australia, and travelling the world to many exotic
locations. He was a senior executive of an insurance
company and retired to play an important
role in our TS as bookshop manager and
co-ordinator of our University of the
Third Age program for many years.
He approached all his duties with a
quiet dignity and he always stressed
the application of life experience
to theosophical work in his many
lectures and articles published in the
pages of Theosophy Downunder and
our international magazine, Sunrise. He
always stressed our responsibility to think
issues through for ourselves, to keep on asking,
WHY; and above all to - TRY. Tony will be sorely
missed by his many friends around Australia and
the world but we know that he needs a good rest and
he’ll be back to work with us again another day.From
one of Tony’s articles:
“… Every person is in charge of his destiny if he
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chooses to exercise his divine capacity for thought
and morally-directed action. As Jean-Paul Satre
said in the last century: “My thought is ME – that
is why I cannot stop. I exist by what I think – and
I can’t prevent myself from thinking.” There comes
a point when we all come up against what HPB
refers to in The Secret Doctrine as the First
Proposition (of the Secret Doctrine):
“And in our thought, we are confronted
by the Boundless, Infinite space,
ceaseless motion, unending time.
The Boundless – that Unknown and
Unknowable principle from within
the bosom of which over the passage
of infinite time, universes, galaxies,
suns appear and disappear like twinkling
lights against the background of infinite
time.” However, I can think about this and still ask
myself – WHY? That is what makes me a human
being and I will always be asking – WHY– for the
rest of my life and no doubt, beyond. As Goethe
wrote: “Everything worth thinking has already been
thought, our concern must only be to try to think it
through again.” Happy thinking!

IF WE KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT A PATH AT ALL, IT'S ONLY BECAUSE OF
THE GREAT ONES THAT HAVE GONE BEFORE US. OUT OF THEIR LOVE AND
KINDNESS, THEY HAVE LEFT SOME FOOTPRINTS FOR US TO FOLLOW. SO,
IN THE SAME WAY THAT THEY WISH FOR US, WE WISH THAT ALL BEINGS
EVERYWHERE, INCLUDING OURSELVES, BE SAFE, BE HAPPY, HAVE GOOD
HEALTH, AND ENOUGH TO EAT. AND MAY WE ALL LIVE AT EASE OF HEART
WITH WHATEVER COMES TO US IN LIFE. – KRISHNA DAS.
Our next issue for September 2022 is on the theme of
‘Duality’.
WHAT IS THEOSOPHY? The word
theosophy comes from a Greek
compound meaning ‘god wisdom’
or ‘wisdom of divine things’. It was
first used in ancient times, notably in the 3rd century AD by the
disciples of Ammonius Saccus in
connection with his ‘eclectic theosophical school’ in Alexandria,
Egypt. There he attempted to show
the common truth behind many of
the systems of thought of his day
and how to reach essential unity.
Later the word was used by medieval European Alchemists, Cabbalists, Rosicrucians, Hermeticists,
Freemasons, and by 18th century
‘Theosophers’. Essentially, however,
theosophy transcends these particular movements: it is the reality of the
universe, things as they actually are,
as far as human consciousness can
encompass them. In this broadest
sense, theosophy has been expressed
countless times throughout the
ages by individuals and the many
religious, scientific, and philosophic
systems of mankind. All of us must
discover this aspect of theosophy
ourselves – in our life and thought.
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